
Lesson C2–4

Conserving Wildlife and

Wildlife Habitat

Unit C. Animal Wildlife Management

Problem Area 2. Wildlife Biology and Ecosystems

Lesson 4. Conserving Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat

New Mexico Content Standard:

Pathway Strand: Natural Resources and Environmental Systems

Standard: I: Recognize importance of resource and human interrelations to conduct man-

agement activities in natural habitats.

Benchmark: I-A: Identify resource management components to establish relationships in

natural resource systems.

Performance Standard: 1. Identify natural resources. 2. Identify organizations and agen-

cies involved in resource management. 3. Identify impacts by humans on natural

resources. 4. Describe ecosystem relationships.

Student Learning Objectives. Instruction in this lesson should result in students

achieving the following objectives:

1. Explain effects of pollution on wildlife.

2. Describe several ways habitat is destroyed.

3. Identify national conservation policies affecting wildlife.

4. Identify examples of wildlife conservation management.

5. Describe the steps in developing a wildlife management plan.

6. Describe several small area management practices.
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List of Resources. The following resources may be useful in teaching this lesson:

Recommended Resources. One of the following resources should be selected to accompany the

lesson:

Porter, Lynn, Jasper S. Lee, Diana L. Turner, and J. Malcolm Hillan. Environmental

Science and Technology, 2nd Ed. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: Prentice Hall

Interstate, 2003.

Stutzenbaker, Charles D., Brenda J. Scheil, Michael K. Swan, Jasper S. Lee, and

Jeri Mattics Omernik. Wildlife Management: Science and Technology, 2nd Ed.

Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: Prentice Hall Interstate, 2003.

Other Resources. The following resources will be useful to students and teachers:

Camp, William G. and Thomas B. Daugherty. Managing Our Natural Resources.

New York: Delmar Publishers, 1995.

Daugherty, Thomas B. AgriScience Laserdiscs Series, Forestry and Natural Resources.

New York: Delmar Publishers, 1997.

Lee, Jasper S. Natural Resources and Environmental Technology. Danville, Illinois:

Interstate Publishers, Inc., 2000.

List of Equipment, Tools, Supplies, and Facilities.

Writing surface

Overhead projector

Transparencies from attached masters

Copies of student lab sheets

Quart jar of water

Red food coloring

Sample population survey

Terms. The following terms are presented in this lesson (shown in bold italics):

Banding

Biological magnification

Direct effects

Forest service

Girdling

Habitat management plan

Indirect effects

Lacey Act

Mast

National park service
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Pittman-Robertson Act

Shelterbelt

Snag

Vegetation survey

Wildlife population survey

Wildlife refuge system

Woodland

Woodlot

Interest Approach. Use an interest approach that will prepare the students for the les-

son. Teachers often develop approaches for their unique class and student situations. Two possi-

ble approaches are included here. Use one or both, as appropriate.

Approach One: Population

Bring a sample wildlife population survey that has been currently used. Ask students to study and evalu-

ate the survey. As they do, have them describe the numbers and what can be done in that area for

improvement. Move from the interest approach into the objectives and anticipated problems for the lesson.

Approach Two: Pollution

Demonstrate the affects of pollution on habitat. Show students a quart jar filled with clean water. Ask if

the water is okay for fish, and get responses. Next, add one or two drops of red food coloring and ask stu-

dents the same question. Indicate that the food coloring was a pollutant. Other substances damage habi-

tat. Begin the lesson.

Summary of Content and Teaching Strategies

Objective 1: Explain effects of pollution on wildlife.

Anticipated Problem: What are the effects of pollution on wildlife?

I. Pollution has many different effects on wildlife. It is common to direct the number of differ-

ent species impacted by the pollutant and the kinds of organisms that are present when

assessing pollution. Pollutants are measured through biological magnification. Biological

magnification is the process in the food chain where pollutants increase to a concentrated

level.

A. Pollution can have direct effects on wildlife. Direct effects are those that are initially

present in the species.

1. Disease happens when unhealthy wildlife organisms are subject to disease because of

pollution. This can lead to stunted growth, shorter life spans, or death.

2. Physical impairments are abnormalities due to pollution.
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3. Infertility results when wildlife organisms fail to reproduce when certain pollutants

are present in their environment.

4. Defects and mutations happen when young wildlife organisms hatch or are born with

defects or changes from the normal condition. In many cases, the young do not sur-

vive.

5. Death may occur when the level of pollution becomes too great.

B. Pollution can have indirect effects on wildlife.

1. Indirect effects of pollution on wildlife includes habitat that fails in its support of the

species.

2. There may be damaged a habitat that yields inadequate food or cover.

3. The wildlife species in this area are unable to obtain the needed nutrients and other

conditions needed for a normal life.

C. Some pollution that damages a habitat is a result of the natural events on the earth’s sur-

face.

1. Volcanoes may release large amounts of ash, gas, and other polluting materials.

2. Climate and weather patterns such as floods, tornadoes, and hurricanes have harsh

effects of habitat.

3. Lack of precipitation results in dry weather, and thus reduces crop production

Have students read about the effects of pollution on wildlife (one example is in Chapter 8 of Wildlife

Management: Science and Technology, 2nd Ed. )Use student input to summarize major concepts on the

writing surface. Discuss the direct and indirect effects of pollution in your area. Have students name

examples and describe how wildlife have been effected. Indicate if these are direct or indirect effects.

Objective 2: Describe several ways habitat is destroyed.

Anticipated Problem: In what ways can habitat be destroyed?

II. Every day habitat is destroyed by many human activities.

A. Habitat is destroyed when timber is cut.

1. A tree should be replaced for every tree that has been cut down.

2. Fortunately, the tree farms in the United States plant more trees than are cut every

year.

B. Clearing land by using heavy equipment destroys habitat.

1. Land must be cleared in order to build schools, offices, stores, and other buildings.

2. The habitat losses can be reduced by carefully planning the construction site.

C. Everyday humans create waste.

1. Old clothes, junk cars, used computers, and many other products eventually become

wastes.

2. There are large land areas used for storing junk cars, old buildings, and other large

wastes.
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3. It is important to properly recycle paper, plastics, glass, and most metals so that it not

only saves on storage room, but conserves the need of new minerals.

D. Animals and crop production are very important to the needs of people.

1. Animals are used for a variety of reasons. Many people keep them as pets, but they

are also used for all kinds of food consumption. All animals create wastes that need

proper disposal.

2. Crops are grown on large amounts of land. The ground is often plowed to create a

good seedbed, and cultivated throughout the growing season. Plowing and other

activities destroy wildlife habitat.

Have students read about habitat destruction. One reading source is “Habitat Destruction” in Chapter 8

of Wildlife Management: Science and Technology, 2nd Ed. Afterward, use student input to list and

explain some causes of habitat destruction. Use TM: C2–4A to present ways habitat can be destroyed.

Evaluate the habitat destruction in your area by having students name and discuss examples.

Objective 3: Identify national conservation policies affecting wildlife.

Anticipated Problem: What are some national conservation policies affecting wildlife?

III. Policies have been made by local, state, and federal governments affecting wildlife.

A. The National Park Service was established in 1916.

1. Yellowstone National Park was the first park protected from illegal hunting under

this protection service.

2. Today, the National Park Service has 330 protected areas such as Yosemite,

Sequoia, the Great Smoky Mountains, and the Carlsbad Caverns.

3. The National Park Service also oversees monuments and parkways such as the

Natchez Trace Parkway and the USS Arizona memorial.

B. The Lacey Act was passed in 1900 as the Game Bird and Wild Bird Preservation Act.

1. This act regulates the shipment of illegally killed animals and international trade of

protected wildlife.

2. The Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act was passed in 1934 and obligated all water-

fowl hunters to buy a special hunting stamp in addition to the cost of a state hunting

license. The funds are used to promote the well-being of game birds. Today, the

stamps cost $15.

C. In 1937, Congress passed the Pittman-Robertson Act.

1. This placed an excise tax on all hunting equipment and ammunition, and the money

collected by the federal government is made available to the states on a matching

fund basis.

2. Funds from this Act are the mainstay of state conservation agencies and have sup-

ported wildlife management programs.

D. A Wildlife Refuge System was organized in 1966 as part of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service.
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1. Today there are more than 400 refuges that contain vast land areas in the United

States.

2. Both the National Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service are part of the

U.S. Department of the Interior.

E. The U.S. Forest Service has 156 national forests throughout the nation.

1. They are an agency in the U.S. Department of Agriculture

2. The vast areas were originally set up to protect timber and water as part of the fed-

eral forest conservation policy of 1891.

3. It has been estimated that the national forests contain 60 percent of the nation’s

wildlife.

4. Today the Forest Service manages 191 million acres of forest and grass land.

Have students read about laws and regulations effecting wildlife. One source is “Policies Impacting Wild-

life” in Chapter 3 of Wildlife Management: Science and Technology, 2nd Ed. Use student input to outline

major concepts associated with laws. Arrange a field trip to a wildlife refuge or other facility to study wild-

life protection. Invite a game warden to serve as a resource person and discuss local hunting and game

laws. Use TM: C2-4B as a guide of the past federal actions to protect wildlife.

Objective 4: Identify examples of wildlife conservation management.

Anticipated Problem: What are some examples of wildlife conservation management?

IV. Wildlife conservation involves many approaches to management.

A. Bird banding is used to provide information on migration routes and the numbers of

birds that survive each year.

1. Banding is placing a band around the leg of a bird to identify it for study.

2. Birds are captured in traps or with rocket-propelled nets, and bands are attached to

their legs before they are released.

3. Banded birds are eventually shot by hunters or found dead. The information on the

band helps identify the bird and help set up annual hunting regulations to ensure

bird populations are maintained.

B. Land Management is used to provide a secure habitat for species that require protected

areas.

1. This is most common in wildlife management areas or refuges.

2. The land areas are maintained in a way that supports the specified species.

C. Trapping and transplanting are processes used to boost low populations or to develop a

new population.

1. This involves trapping animals in highly populated areas and moving them to

another suitable location.

2. The animals are expected to reproduce and increase in population numbers.

D. A wildlife population survey is counting the number of wildlife in an area.
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1. These counts give information about the relative abundance of a particular species,

and allow biologists to set up proper management programs.

2. Many kinds of birds, alligators, and deer are counted in order to be able to make laws

and hunting regulations.

E. A vegetation survey determines the kinds and amounts of vegetation present in impor-

tant wildlife areas.

1. It is used to make certain the plants needed by wildlife are in adequate supply.

2. It is also used to make sure there is no danger of the plant supply being depleted.

Have students read information on wildlife management approaches, such as “Examples of Wildlife Man-

agement” in Chapter 3 of Wildlife Management: Science and Technology, 2nd Ed. Afterward, use student

input to develop the concepts on the writing surface. TM: C2–4C can also be used. Use TM: C2–4D as

an illustration of a sample habitat arrangement including shelterbelt, food plots, edges, and water. Have

students describe what they observe on the transparency.

Objective 5: Describe the steps in developing a wildlife management plan.

Anticipated Problem: What are the steps in developing a wildlife management plan?

V. A habitat management plan is a written document describing the needs of an area to

improve a habitat for a featured species and specifies how and when the work will be done.

These plans often require several years to implement, but without a good plan money and

time may be wasted on projects that do not give good results.

A. Step 1 of a habitat management plan:

1. Animal inventory involves making a list of the animal wildlife in the area, including

all species.

2. The inventory may include a short description of the species and the size of the pop-

ulation.

B. Step 2 of a habitat management plan:

1. A plant inventory is a list of the plant species and the number found.

2. Animals depend on these plants for food, so a note should also be made where the

plant materials are typically found.

C. Step 3 of a habitat management plan:

1. An analysis should be made on the plant and animal inventories.

2. A comparison should be made on what is found with the climate and other condi-

tions that species need to flourish.

3. Costs and benefits should be estimated for improvements to help make an informed

decision.

4. Often the help of a wildlife specialist is used to continue the planning process.

5. It is important to assess what can be done quickly and at a low cost and what will

take longer and be more expensive.
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D. Step 4 of a habitat management plan:

1. A map should be prepared of the area selected for improvement.

2. Major land features such as streams, trees, and elevation changes should be shown.

3. As the habitat management plan is created, improvement locations should be

marked on the map.

E. Step 5 of a habitat management plan:

1. A plan should be written that lists the goals to be achieved and how they will be

done. They should be indicated as short-term or long-term.

2. How and when the projects will be carried out should be described.

F. Step 6 of a habitat management plan:

1. A regular assessment on the progress and the results should be made of the habitat

improvement.

2. The needed changes should be made, possibly with an experts assistance.

Have students read about habitat management plans. Use student input to cover relevant concepts. Use

TM: C2–4E to define and list steps in plan management. Use TM: C2–4F as a sample map showing the

location of features and project to improve a habitat. Use TM: C2–4G and TM: C2–4H as a sample

habitat management plan.

Objective 6: Describe several small area management practices.

Anticipated Problem: What are some small area management practices?

VI. Small areas can be managed to promote habitat within a biome.

A. Woodland is a habitat for many wildlife animals.

1. Woodland is land that has some covering of trees. It often has a variety of stages of

maturity and mixed species. Forests that have the same woodland characteristics

with uniform species at the same stage of growth are called tree farms.

2. A woodland area on a farm may be referred to as a woodlot. These woodlots lack

uniformity of species and maturity.

3. There are many herbivores in the forest that feed on mast, browse, and forage. Mast

is nuts, seeds, and fruit from trees and shrubs. Trees that produce the most mast are

the oaks, hickory, walnut, beech, cherry, ash, and conifers.

4. Areas within the woodland may need clear-cutting to promote the growth of grasses

forbs, and young trees that require sunlight. Selective cutting allows the removal of

undesirable species and creates an increased space for young trees.

B. Dead wood is used for nesting, finding food, and as a perch.

1. Some species prefer dead wood such as snags. A snag is a standing dead tree. Holes

in snags are used by woodpeckers, insects, owls, and squirrels.

2. Downed trees make logs on the ground and are used by snakes, salamanders, chip-

munks, and mice.
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3. The amount of dead wood in an area can be increased by causing the death of live

trees or leaving old trees to fall naturally. Girdling can be used to kill a tree. Girdling

is cutting a small trench around the circumference of a tree trunk.

C. Brush piles attract fox, skunks, rabbits, snakes and many other species.

1. Brush piles are made of twigs, logs, limbs, stones, and other materials.

2. Brush piles can be created artificially to serve as habitats for many animals.

D. Shelterbelts and food plots are helpful in attracting wildlife.

1. A shelterbelt (or windbreak) is a row or several parallel rows of trees and shrubs

planted to reduce wild currents and drifting snow in northern climates.

2. They can be designed to attract rabbits, squirrels, chipmunks, and other species that

need ground cover.

3. Food plots are areas planted that produce food for a desired species.

4. Many types of crops can be planted such as sunflowers, nut trees, and others to pro-

duce edible seed.

E. Grasslands are important for many species of animals.

1. Some examples of animals that need grasslands are wolves, prairie chickens,

meadowlarks, grouse, and badgers.

2. Grasses require more moisture than desert land and are often used for livestock pro-

duction.

3. Cutting once a year should control the growth of scrub trees.

4. Some examples of grasses that are used in grassland habitats are red clover, alfalfa,

wild oats, and switch grass. These are most commonly planted by broadcasting.

Have students read information on small area habitat management. An example is “Small Area Manage-

ment” in Chapter 10 of Wildlife Management: Science and Technology, 2nd Ed. Use student input to out-

line major concepts on the writing surface. TM: C2–4I can be used to summarize the information. Use

TM: C2–4J to show examples of wildlife species that use dead wood as a part of their life processes.

Review/Summary. Focus the review and summary of the lesson on the student learning

objectives. Have student explain the content associated with each objective. Use wildlife habitat

materials for students to use in demonstrating their knowledge of the objectives. Use student

responses as the basis for reteaching. Questions at the end of the chapter in the textbooks and in

the activity manuals may be used in the review/summary process.

Application. Application can involve the following student activity:

LS: C2–4A—Evaluate the Pollution in Your Area

Evaluation. Evaluation should focus on student achievement of the objectives for the lesson

Various techniques can be used, such as student performance on the application activities. A sam-

ple written test is attached.
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Answers to Sample Test:

Part One: Matching

1=g, 2=d, 3=h, 4=c, 5=e, 6=f, 7=i, 8=j, 9=b, 10=a

Part Two: Completion

1. Woodland

2. woodlot

3. Mast

4. Girdling

5. shelterbelt

Part Three: Short Answer

1. Seven examples of wildlife management are bird banding, trapping and transplanting,

land management, wildlife population survey, vegetation survey, wildlife extension

work, and implementation of regulations.

2. Five direct effects on wildlife are disease, death, infertility, defects and mutations, and

physical impairments.
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Sample Test Name_____________________________________

Test

Lesson C2–4: Conserving Wildlife and

Wildlife Habitat

Part One: Matching

Instructions. Match the term with the correct response. Write the letter of the term by the defini-
tion.

a. Forest service e. Wildlife refuge system i. indirect effects

b. Lacey Act f. Wildlife population survey j. habitat management plan

c. National park service g. vegetation survey

d. Pittman-Robertson Act h. direct effects

_______ 1. Determining the kinds and amounts of vegetation present in a wildlife area.

_______ 2. A law that placed an excise tax on all hunting equipment and ammunition.

_______ 3. The effects that are initially present in a species.

_______ 4. A federal government agency that oversees operation of national parks.

_______ 5. A system of some 400 wildlife refuges in the U.S.

_______ 6. A counted number of wildlife organisms in an area.

_______ 7. The effects of pollution on wildlife that include habitat that fails in its support of

the species.

_______ 8. A written document describing the needs of an area to improve a habitat for a fea-

tured species.

_______ 9. A federal law that regulates the shipment of illegally killed animals.

_______ 10. An agency of the U.S. Department of Agriculture that oversees 156 national for-

ests.

Part Two: Completion

Instructions. Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.

1. _______________ is land that has some covering of trees.

2. A woodland area on a farm may be referred to as a _______________.

3. _______________ is seeds, nuts, and fruit from trees and shrubs.

4. _______________ is cutting a small trench around the circumference of a tree trunk.
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5. A _______________ is a row or several parallel rows of trees and shrubs planted to reduce

wind currents and drifting snow in northern climates.

Part Three: Short Answer

Instructions. Provide information to answer the following questions.

1. Name seven examples of wildlife management.

2. List five direct pollution effects on wildlife.
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TM: C2–4A

HABITAT DESTRUCTION

Activities that contribute to habitat
destruction are:

� cutting timber (logging)

� clearing land

� storing waste

� mining

� animals

� crop production
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TM: C2–4B

EXAMPLES OF

FEDERAL ACTIONS TO

PROTECT WILDLIFE

� 1900-Lacey Act passed- prohibited
transporting game across state lines

� 1903- First wildlife refuge established

� 1913-Weeks-McClean Act- protected certain
birds from being hunted during closed
season

� 1934-Duck Stamp Act passed-
raised funds for wetland habitats
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� 1937- Pittman- Robertson Act passed- taxed
sporting guns and ammunition to fund
wildlife projects

� 1940- Bald Eagle Act passed- protected bald
eagles

� 1940- Fish and Wildlife
Service formed

� 1950-Aid in Fish
Restoration Tax- taxed
fishing tackle to fund
research

� 1973-Endangered Species Act passed- set up
efforts to protect endangered species
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TM: C2–4C

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

PRACTICES AND

APPROACHES

� Banding

� Trapping and Transplanting

� Land Management

� Wildlife Population surveys

� Vegetative survey

� Education

� Implementation of Regulations
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TM: C2–4D

A SAMPLE HABITAT

ARRANGEMENT
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Farm Pond

Shelterbelt

Deer

Birds

Food Plot

Food Plot

Ducks

Rabbit

Squirrel

Turtle

Frog

Rabbit

Duck

(Courtesy, Interstate Publishers, Inc.)



TM: C2–4E

MANAGEMENT PLANS

Habitat management plan- written
document describing an area and what,
how, and when work will be done to
promote featured species.

Steps in making a plan:

1. Animal inventory

2. Plant inventory

3. Analysis of inventories

4. Prepare a map

5. Devise plan including goals, when
to be achieved, and how achieved

6. Assessment
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TM: C2–4F

HABITAT IMPROVEMENT

MAP
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TM: C2–4G

SAMPLE GOALS FOR A

HABITAT IMPROVEMENT

PLAN
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Habitat Management Goals

and Projects

Overall Goal:

Short-run Goals:

Projects Planned:

Long-run Goals

Projects Planned:

Manage for wildlife viewing and hunting purposes,
while still allowing income from contract farming.

Manage for deer, grassland birds, small mammals,
songbirds, and amphibians.

Backyard wildlife landscaping project:
Songbird food and shelter, shelterbelt
and miniwoodland

Bluebird trail
Prairie patch and butterfly garden

:
Manage for squirrels, turkeys, waterfowl, sandhill
cranes, and upland game.

Wet prairie, tamarack community restoration
Oak regeneration
Food plot and pine planting

(Courtesy, Interstate Publishers, Inc.)



TM: C2–4H

SAMPLE PLAN FOR A

BACKYARD HABITAT FOR

SONGBIRDS
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The Plan

Description of Site: House sits near peak of a glacial hill, or
drumlin. Yard is gently sloping to moderately sloping. Soil is
well drained to moderately well drained. Much clay in soil. Soil
is good for tree and shrub planting. Total area of yard, including
the house is 5 acres. The yard contains a variety of common
trees and shrubs typical of old farmsteads. There are also fruit
trees and grapes—a bonus for wildlife.

Project 1: Backyard Wildlife Landscaping

Wildlife Goal: To attract a variety of wildlife year-round

Part 1: Songbird food and shelter

Wildlife Goal:

Time frame

To immediately attract local and winter
resident songbirds.

: Weekend projects throughout the year begin
immediately, complete by year end.

1. Install small bird feeder near east kitchen window.

2. Hang one tubular thistle seed bird feeder, sunflower seed
bird feeder, and one suet cage from pear tree on north
side of house.

3. Hang one house wren nest box in lilac near old outhouse.

4. Install one large hopper-style bird feeder on west side of
house, outside of living room windows. Put nuts, bread
and corn on old box elder stump. Hang one tubular
sunflower seed bird feeder and one suet "bell" from red
cedar on northwest side of house.

5. Purchase bird bath and bird bath heater for winter water
source.

6. Remove old purple martin house. Build and erect new
one. Keep sparrows and starlings from moving in.

7. Purchase a house sparrow trap and remove these pests.

(Courtesy, Interstate Publishers, Inc.)



TM: C2–4I

MANAGING SMALL AREA

TO PROMOTE HABITAT

Woodland Development

� promotes growth of mast, browse,
and forage

� cuttings: clear and selective

Dead Wood

� snags

� girdling

Brush Piles

Shelterbelts

Food Plots

Grasslands
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TM: C2–4J

EXAMPLES OF WILDLIFE

SPECIES THAT USE DEAD

WOOD (SNAGS OR FALLEN)

Species Use

Wood duck nesting and perching

Turkey vulture nesting and perching

Red-headed woodpecker feeding, nesting, and perching

Screech owl nesting and perching

Winter wren nesting

Opossum nesting

Big brown bat nesting

Black bear feeding and nesting
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LS: C2–4A Name_____________________________________

Lab Sheet

Evaluate the Pollution in Your Area

Purpose:

The purpose of this activity is to discover the amount and cause of pollution in your area.

(This activity can be carried out in small groups.)

Objectives:

1. To recognize pollution in a concentrated area.

2. To learn ways of reducing the pollution in an area.

Materials: (These are the materials needed for each group of students.)

1. An area to study pollution, such as the school parking lot, sidewalks, or other commonly

used area.

2. A garbage bag.

3. One pair of gloves (latex or rubber) per person.

4. Notebook and pen or pencil.

Procedure:

1. Choose an area to study pollution. A good choice is a parking lot, sidewalk, or another

area close by.

2. Walk the grounds and pick up any trash (using your gloves.) Discard into your plastic

bag for further analyzing.

3. Observe any puddles or pools of water. Note any discolorations.

4. As a class, discuss your findings and propose a way you can help the pollution in your

area.

Questions:

1. What area did you study?

2. What kinds of trash did you pick up? Where did it originate?

3. What can you do to reduce the pollution in your area?
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